Abstract. Differential Power Analysis (DPA) has turned out to be an efficient method to attack the implementations of cryptographic algorithms and has been well studied for ciphers that incorporate a nonlinear substitution box as e.g. in DES. Other product ciphers and message authentication codes are based on the mixing of different algebraic groups and do not use look-up tables. Among these are IDEA, the AES finalist RC6 and HMAC-constructions such as HMAC-SHA-1 and HMAC-RIPEMD-160. These algorithms restrict the use of the selection function to the Hamming weight and Hamming distance of intermediate data as the addresses used do not depend on cryptographic keys. Because of the linearity of the primitive operations secondary DPA signals arise. This article gives a deeper analysis of the characteristics of DPA results obtained on the basic group operations XOR, addition modulo 2 n and modular multiplication using multi-bit selection functions. The results shown are based both on simulation and experimental data. Experimental results are included for an AVR ATM163 microcontroller which demonstrate the application of DPA to an IDEA implementation.
Differential Power Analysis
Differential Power Analysis (DPA) was first introduced by Kocher et al.([2] ) and turned out to be a very efficient side channel attack that makes use of a statistical analysis of the power consumption during the execution of a cryptographic algorithm. DPA needs the knowledge of either the plaintext or the ciphertext as a pre-condition.
Power Analysis exploits the dependency of the power consumed by the hardware on the value of intermediate data and addresses used. The attacker knows or assumes a model for this dependency. Two types of leakage have been confirmed which are caused by the Hamming weight and by the Hamming distance of data ( [4] , [3] ). The Hamming weight model is applied best if a pre-charged bus is used. The Hamming distance model considers the dynamic dissipation due to the number of gates that change the state during a transition.
The choice of the key hypotheses and the selection functions depends on the cryptographic algorithm and the implementation to be attacked. In case of DES and AES the preferred selection functions focus on S-box look-ups. Both the address of the S-box table look-up (which is the S-box input), if implemented in software, and the S-box output can leak information. In case of DES, a selection function targeting one S-box access makes use of 6-bit key hypotheses. In case of the AES there are 8-bit key hypotheses. The selection function can be set up on 1-bit or on multiple-bits of intermediate data.
DPA identifies the correct key value by statistical methods for hypothesis testing. An attacker does not need to know details of the implementation as DPA points itself to the relevant points in time. Suitable tests are the 'Distanceof -Means' test, the student's T-Test and the correlation method ( [5] ).
Algorithms that do not incorporate small S-box tables and use algebraic functions restrict the use of the selection function to the Hamming weight and Hamming distance of intermediate data, since the addresses used do not depend on cryptographic key material. Whereas S-box tables are sufficiently non-linear and have uniform distributions of output values for all key values, this is in general not the case for algebraic constructions. Due to their linearity, secondary DPA peaks occur at related but wrong key hypotheses.
Difficulties evolve if the Hamming distance corresponding to transition counts is the dominant source for power leakage. In this case the selection function should be adapted to the implementation and eventually even restricted to a certain time frame. In case of microcontrollers based on the von-Neumann architecture (shared data/address bus), the Hamming distance to an additional unknown reference variable might be incorporated for the optimisation of DPA results ( [8] ). In case of an Harvard architecture, the correlation signals depend on the concrete sequence of instructions and registers used by the implementation.
DPA Correlation Signals using n-bit sized Basic Operations
Each operation that is considered below is carried out between a known n-bit variable X and a secret n-bit variable K. As the assumption for DPA, X is known and follows the uniform distribution while K is a secret, constant value. K and X can be represented as the concatenation of k-bit (k ≤ n) blocks:
A common choice is k = 8. We define:
where j ∈ {0, ..., n/k − 1}. In the following, the index j is the block number of a n-bit sized variable. The key hypotheses are set up on each value of K j . There are 2 k key hypotheses H ji , namely for each j
where i ∈ {0, ..., 2 k − 1}. From now on, the index i is the key hypothesis for a certain value K j .
The selection function is defined by the Hamming weight W of an intermediate k-bit-wise result f (X, j, i). f (X, j, i) can be a primitive operation X j * i, wherein * marks the actual operation used.
W (f (X, j, i)) is the mean value of the Hamming weight for the function f (X, j, i) using a summation of all possible input values X. Group operations that are bijective and show a uniform distribution of the resulting values lead to the
If the power leakage is dominated by the Hamming distance the selection function is modified to
where Z j is an additional data item (which can be either constant or random, known or secret) that is in conjunction with the predecessor or successor, [3] we assume that the data dependent power difference ∆P (X, t) = P (X, t)−P (X, t) is proportional to the Hamming weight of processed data. This power difference ∆P (X, t) is the signal to be detected.
The DPA results presented here were produced by using the correlation method as follows:
The number m runs through all single measurements. The correlation coefficient c(t, j, i) will be near zero if the selection function d(X, j, i) and ∆P (X, t) are uncorrelated. In case of a strong correlation c(t, j, i) approaches 1 or −1 at some points in time.
The following subsections exclusively deal with the generally applicable assumption of the Hamming weight model. The selection functions are to be modified if the Hamming distance is the major source of correlation signals.
Boolean Operation XOR
XOR is the most important boolean operation that is used in cryptographic algorithms. The selection function used is
The correlation coefficient between d(X, j, i) and the power consumption ∆P (X, t) reaches the maximum if i equals K j and the minimum if i is ¬K j . The absolute value of the correlation coefficient for both cases is the same. If the power consumption increases with the Hamming weight (which is the normal case), the correct key hypothesis has a positive correlation coefficient; otherwise the correlation coefficient is negative. If the attacker does not know the sign of the linear dependency, a small brute-force analysis has to be applied. Besides the correct value and its bitwise inverted value, less significant correlation coefficients occur at other key hypotheses that differ only by 1-3 bits regarding the correct key hypothesis or the bitwise inverted key hypothesis. Key hypotheses that differ by 4 bits are uncorrelated. The number of key hypotheses that differ by m bits regarding a certain correct key hypothesis is given by k m . Other binary operations such as OR, AND, NOR, NAND, do not form a group operation on the set Z n . A corresponding k-bit selection function leads to the fact that W (f (X, j, i)) is dependent on the key hypothesis as the number of single measurements that yield a certain Hamming weight is determined by the number of bits set to 1.
Addition modulo 2
n Addition and XOR operation are related primitive operations with the difference that the carry propagates between the bit positions.
The selection function uses the addition modulo 2 n which is denoted by the symbol . For the case j = 0 the selection function is
In case of j > 0 the carry of all previous additions has to be incorporated as In contrast to boolean operations there is a preferred direction for DPA starting from the least significant block j = 0 to incorporate the carry. The correlation coefficient between d(X, j, i) and the power consumption ∆P (X, t) reaches the maximum if i equals K j .
Besides the correct value less significant correlation coefficients occur at related hypotheses. The ranking of these hypotheses is
..} and can be explained by the carry propagation. The result of the selection function using K j ± 2 k−1 differs for all possible values of X j only by 1-bit with respect to the correct Hamming weight assuming that not all more significant bits of K are set to 1. The two hypotheses K j ± 2 k−2 lead for 2 k /2 values to a 1-bit difference, for 2 k /4 values to a zero-bit difference, but for 2 k /4 values the Hamming weight differs by 2-bits. If the hypotheses differ only at the least significant bit position with respect to the correct key value, the carry propagation leads to a maximal mismatch of the prediction at the transition values 0 and 2 k − 1.
Modular Multiplication
The set Z * n = {a ∈ Z n |gcd(a, n) = 1} forms a group with the operation multiplication modulo n, whereas the set Z n is not a group.
For IDEA a modified multiplication modulo n = 2 16 + 1 is relevant which is denoted by . The number of key hypotheses (2 16 ) for DPA is computationally costly, but still feasible using standard equipment. This algebraic operation can be interpreted as a large S-box though it is not implemented as a look-up table.
The selection function is
The simulation results in Figure 3 show that some signals occur at related hypotheses. We observed related hypotheses which are given by four sequences  K 1,m ,K 2,m , K 3,m and K 4,m (m ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, ...}) , namely To give an example regarding Figure 3 : let the correct key value be 0x4931. Then the related key hypotheses are {0x4931, 0x5B68, 0x2DB4, 0x16DA, 0x0B6D,... }  4. K 4 = {0xB6D0, 0xA499, 0xD24D, 0xE927, 0xF494,. .. }
In case of an 8-bit hardware architecture, both the least significant byte and the most significant byte of the intermediate result can be used for DPA. The correct key value is more highlighted at the least significant byte of the selection function.
As the number of key hypotheses is increased to 2 16 , DPA against an unknown implementation of IDEA's modified multiplication is much more time-consuming compared to DES or AES. A two-stage approach is desirable that first localizes the relevant points in time and afterwards applies DPA using all key hypotheses. The selection function at the most significant byte can be used for this purpose. For instance, a test based on all hypotheses showed that more than 99,9 % of them are detected at the first stage DPA step using 2 14 key hypotheses. For this test we assumed that secondary correlation signals can be detected for m < 5 for all four sequences. Further improvements are likely to succeed. [16] ). The IDEA encryption is reprinted below.
Application to IDEA, RC6 and the HMACConstruction
for r:=0 to 8 { The operation ⊕ can also serve as an additional selection function that reduces remaining candidates of previous results.
RC6
The design of RC6 makes use of simple primitive operations (integer addition modulo 2 w , integer multiplication modulo 2 w , bitwise exclusive-or and keydependent bit rotations).
RC6 
HMAC-Construction
The specification of the HMAC construction can be found in [13] and [14] . The HMAC makes use of a secure hash function H, as e.g. RIPEMD-160 and SHA-1. Let T ext be the input message to be secured for message authentication and let K be the secret key used. Further, two fixed strings ipad and opad are defined. The HMAC is a nested construction that uses two calls to the hash function H.
HM AC(T ext, K) = H(K ⊕ opad, H(K ⊕ ipad, T ext))
As the first block for each call to H is a constant value that depends only on K in efficient implementations these two values can be precalculated and stored instead of K. Let the two secret values for the inner and outer hash function be defined as follows:
and
In the HMAC-Construction these initialisation vectors IV are the secret values K i and K o to be attacked by DPA.
DPA is applied against the first iterations of the inner hash function of the HMAC and after the disclosure of K i afterwards against the first iterations of the outer hash function. The preferred choice is to start DPA at the first iteration of the hash function which is assumed in the following considerations.
The selection functions depend on the hash function used. The concrete procedure is given only for RIPEMD-160; the approach for SHA-1 is similar.
HMAC-RIPEMD-160
In [15] RIPEMD-160 is specified including a pseudo code in Annex A that is reprinted below for the main loop of iterations. [' and '] '. An additional subindex is used which denotes the current iteration number. Intermediate results at the first iteration:
Intermediate results at the second iteration:
Intermediate results at the third iteration:
If DPA is successful, the results of all selection functions can be combined to reveal A 0 , B 0 , C 0 , D 0 and E 0 which is the IV.
Experimental Results of an IDEA Implementation
For the experimental testing IDEA was chosen as it uses three algebraic groups. The IDEA implementation was carried out in Assembly on an 8051 microcontroller (CISC, von-Neumann architecture) and on an 8-bit ATM163 AVR microcontroller (RISC, Harvard architecture). It was assured that both implementations have a constant execution time to exclude broad correlation signals based on timing displacements. The implementations did not include software countermeasures to counteract DPA. In both tests the DPA characteristics of the simulation results were confirmed using the Hamming weight model. For the 8051 microcontroller we obtained nearly perfect DPA signals. The experimental results are presented in more detail for the ATM163 AVR microcontroller which turned out to be the more difficult analysis.
At a previous characterisation step of the ATM163 the following properties were determined:
-The outstanding DPA signals are caused by Hamming distances of data that is subsequently transferred on the internal bus. -Correlation signals on the input data to an operation can be revealed with sufficient clarity using the Hamming weight model whereas correlation signals on the output data of an operation are difficult to prove.
Consequently, the Hamming weight model is expected to be successful at the points in time that process the output data of previous operations as the input values. An additional result is that care has to be taken at the load sequence when alternating key data with known input/output data at subsequent instructions at an AVR core. If known data and secret data are moved one after the other from the SRAM to the working registers using the ldd instruction, nearly perfect correlation signals are revealed using the 8-bit XOR selection function. Note, that this observation was also made if two ldd instructions are seperated by some arithmetic instructions. An appropriate countermeasure would be to encapsulate the transfer of secret key data by the load of internal, random data.
For the experimental analysis, 5000 single measurements were accumulated at a sampling rate of 200 MHz using a standard DPA measurement set-up. The IDEA key used was in hexadecimal notation:
'7E 24 95 E1 E5 0C 86 CE 8C C3 1B 80 C0 65 B2 AF'
Addition modulo 2 16 : Generally, if not superposed by strong correlation signals on the input data, the correct key values are revealed by DPA using 8-bit selection functions for the modular addition. The particular points in time that show correlation signals on the input data can be independently identified by correlation signals on the input data of IDEA.
The experimental DPA characteristics do not always correspond to the expected ones (see Fig. 4 ). The deviations can be explained by the superposing of signals, especially by leakage of the input data. The analysis on the primary origin of each signal obtained turns out to be a difficult task on the ATM163.
The following is the actual code sequence of the modular addition:
ldd r0,Z+2 ; 1st addition: load subkey bytes from SRAM ldd r1,Z+3 add r5,r1 ; addition with input bytes adc r4,r0 ldd r0,Z+4 ; 2nd addition: load subkey bytes from SRAM ldd r1,Z+5 add r21,r1 ; addition with input bytes adc r20,r0
The add instruction turns out to be extremely vulnerable against the 8-bit XOR selection function if certain registers are used. In the current example, the instruction add r5, r1 yields significant DPA signals using the 8-bit XOR selection function at the least significant key byte (see Fig. 5 ). However, this strong dependency was not confirmed at the instruction add r21, r1.
Multiplication modulo 2
16 +1: The points in time that yield high signals are identified using the advantage, that the key is known. DPA yielded clear correlation signals for the least and most significant byte of the selection function at all relevant positions in time (see Fig. 6 ). The experimental DPA characteristics are consistent with the expected ones.
As result, the Hamming weight selection function was sucessfully applied, even in presence of a hardware platform that leaks for the most part differential signals. 
Conclusions
This contribution provides an analysis of DPA signals that are revealed in n-bit sized primitive operations such as XOR, addition modulo 2 n and modular multiplication. The characteristics of the DPA results differ for these basic operations and can support the analysis of an unknown implementation.
The theoretical approach to apply DPA in ciphers and message authentication based on primitive operations is included, as are the specific examples of IDEA, RC6 and the HMAC-Construction.
Experimentally, both an IDEA implementation on an 8051 microcontroller and on an AVR ATM163 microcontroller were evaluated. The Hamming weight model was successfully applied at the primitive operations for both architectures and the expected DPA characteristics were confirmed.
